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Abstract We present a novel composite nanostruc-
ture consisting of bowtie nanoantennas and asymmetric
nanoapertures, which provides a new way of indirectly
tuning the resonant wavelengths and manipulating the
localized fields. The proposed composite nanostruc-
ture cannot only produce a symmetric localized field
distribution but also create two asymmetric localized
field distributions in optical frequency. The resonant
peaks of the composite nanostructure can easily be bidi-
rectionally tuned by indirectly adjusting the geometri-
cal parameters of the asymmetric nanoapertures. The
mechanisms for manipulating and tuning the localized
fields are also discussed.
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Introduction

Bowtie nanoantennas (BNAs), a typical structure of
metamaterials, can convert freely propagating optical
radiation into localized energy and generate large en-
hancement and confinement of light within deep sub-
wavelength volumes by the plasmonic resonance and
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curvature effect of bowtie tips [1–4]. A central goal
of BNAs is to provide an enabling technology for
complete manipulation and control over optical radia-
tion at deep subwavelength scales. This manipulation
capability is mainly reflected in two aspects, namely
spectral steering of the resonant wavelength and spatial
manipulation of the optical field distribution, which can
contribute to a wide range of applications in nano-
lithography [5, 6], fluorescence enhancement [7, 8],
and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [9, 10].
Steering the resonant wavelength of BNAs can be real-
ized by adjusting the nanogap between the BNAs [11].
However, increasing the nanogap may induce negative
effects on the coupling between the two triangles of the
BNAs, which will result in a reduction in the level of the
localized field enhancement. Recently, Yang et al. pro-
posed an asymmetric BNA that introduced a sharp an-
gle for one triangle [12]. The resonant wavelength can
be tuned by changing the degree of sharpness of one
of the triangles, whereas the BNAs with sharp angles
have reached the current fabrication limits. Zhang et al.
also presented a class of asymmetric double BNAs ori-
ented in a cross geometry [13]. The spectral properties
and localized spatial mode distributions can be readily
tuned by shifting the vertical BNA in the horizontal
direction. However, a symmetric localized field distri-
bution cannot be obtained from the asymmetric double
BNAs, and the localized field enhancement generated
by this configuration is still very low, which limits the
applications of the BNAs in areas such as SERS and
optical sorting or tapping. Moreover, the works in Refs.
[11–13] mainly focus on directly adjusting the dimen-
sions of the BNAs to manipulate optical radiation at
the nanoscale, which constrains the mechanisms for
steering optical field distributions.
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustrations of the CBA. a In the x–z plane cross sections, w1 = 50 nm and w2 = 50 nm. b In the y–z plane cross
sections, l1 = 80 nm and l2 = 240 nm. In both, P = 400 nm and t = 100 nm

In this paper, we propose a periodic composite
nanostructure consisting of BNAs and asymmetric
nanoapertures (ANAs), which we refer to as the combi-
nation of BNAs and ANAs (CBAs) and which provides
a new way of indirectly tuning the resonant wavelengths
and manipulating the localized fields. The presented
CBAs exhibit two distinct resonant peaks, which cor-
respond to two asymmetric modes. The resonant peaks
of the CBAs can easily be bidirectionally tuned by
indirectly adjusting the geometrical parameters of the
ANAs while preserving the large localized field en-
hancement and confinement. When the wavelength of
incident light is far away from the resonant peaks, the
distributions of the E-fields are symmetrical in the gap
region of the BNAs. The mechanisms for manipulating
and tuning the localized fields are also discussed.

Combination of BNAs and ANAs

The geometry of the proposed CBA is shown in Fig. 1.
The Au layer with ANA is placed on the glass layer
in the unit cell. A 20-nm-thick BNA is located at the
bottom of the ANA. The symmetry axis of the BNA
parallel to the perpendicular bisector of the triangle is
overlapped with that of the ANA. Each constituent Au
equilateral triangle of the bowtie has a perpendicular
bisector length of 40 nm with a radius of curvature of
6.3 nm in the corner. The permittivity of gold is de-
scribed by the Drude model with the relative permittiv-
ity at infinite frequency ε∞ = 9.0, the plasma frequency
ωp = 1.3166 × 1016 s−1 , and the damping constant γ =
1.3464 × 1014 s−1 [14]. The permittivity of the glass
substrate is taken to be 2.25. The numerical calculations
are carried out by the finite element method using
COMSOL Multiphysics [15]. The CBA is illuminated
by normally incident light, linearly polarized along the
x direction. At the top and bottom of the simulation

domain, perfectly matched layers are placed in the z
direction to completely absorb the waves leaving the
simulation domain in the direction of propagation. Pe-
riodic boundary conditions are used in the x and y
directions. The near-field intensity spectra are plotted
by the maximum normalized e-field intensity within the
plane through the center of the BNA in the z direction
at each wavelength.

The Optical Properties of CBAs

A number of recent publications have discussed the
optical properties of solitary BNAs, which exhibit a
single resonant peak and localized field enhancement
(as shown in Fig. 2). However, the proposed CBAs
have two distinct resonant peaks at 700 and 780 nm
(as also shown in Fig. 2). The two resonant peaks of
CBAs correspond to the two waveguide modes of two
rectangular nanoapertures with different sizes [16]. As
the external E-field of the BNAs at the bottom of

Fig. 2 Calculated normalized intensity spectra for solitary BNAs
and CBAs
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the ANAs is completely affected as determined by the
waveguide modes of the ANAs, the intrinsic resonance
of the BNAs in the CBAs is weak and indistinct in
Fig. 2. Thus, dual resonant peaks can be obtained by
breaking the symmetry of the nanoaperture. Moreover,
the localized field enhancement at the two resonant
peaks is larger than that of solitary BNAs. The phe-
nomenon of large localized field enhancement can be
explained by the double interaction between the com-
posite structure and incident light. First, the incident
light is coupled into ANAs. Then, the concentrated
near fields in ANAs have been further enhanced by
BNAs, which result in a large near-field enhancement
for CBAs. The resonant peaks of CBAs have a red
shift compared with that of BNAs due to the coupling
between BNAs and ANAs.

In order to understand the influence of the ANAs on
near-field distribution and to explore the origin of dual
resonant peaks, we simulate the normalized near-field
distribution for solitary BNAs and CBAs at several
special wavelengths. Figure 3a shows the normalized
near-field distribution of a solitary BNA at a resonant
wavelength of 640 nm. As is well known, the E-fields
are formed symmetrically near the gap region because
of the rigorous symmetry of the solitary BNA. How-
ever, the near-field distribution of the proposed CBAs
has three kinds of modes, which are shown in Fig. 3b–
d. When the wavelength of incident light is far away
from the resonant peaks, such as beyond 828 nm, the
E-fields are distributed symmetrically in the gap region
of the BNA. The CBAs can generate an asymmetric
distribution, while the incident light is located at the
two resonant peaks P1 and P2. The E-field is mostly
concentrated near one of the triangle tips. This kind of
asymmetric distribution is attributed to the two distinct
waveguide modes from the large and small rectangular

nanoapertures. The triangles of the BNA further collect
the waveguide modes of the ANA resulting in the
asymmetric distribution. Therefore, indirect manipula-
tion of localized fields can be realized by ANAs while
keeping BNAs fixed. The sensitivity and resolution of
some applications, such as SERS and nanolithography,
can be further improved by reducing the size of the
localized field while maintaining a large localized field
intensity. Meanwhile, dynamic shifting of the localized
field distribution from one triangle to the other triangle
can be employed to trap or sort nanoscopic matter
[17, 18].

Influences of the Degree of Asymmetry

To demonstrate the influence of the degree of asym-
metry on the optical properties of CBAs, we vary geo-
metrical parameters of and extract some representative
CBAs to show the shift of the resonant wavelength and
the distribution of the localized field, as shown in Fig. 4.
The normalized intensity spectra and localized field dis-
tributions for different parameters l1 and l2 are shown
in Fig. 4. With the increasing of l1, the resonant peak
P1 has an obvious blue shift, but the resonant peak P2

has only a slight shift. When the degree of asymmetry
for CBAs is further reduced, only the resonant peak P1

can be clearly seen in the normalized intensity spectra,
which is in agreement with that of symmetric nanos-
tructures. Meanwhile, when the degree of asymmetry
is decreased, the normalized near-field distribution of
CBAs becomes more and more uniform. This demon-
strates that the dual resonant peaks and the asymmetric
localized field distribution are completely induced by
the ANAs. Figures 4e–h show the normalized intensity
spectra and localized field distributions with varying of

Fig. 3 Calculated normalized
near-field distribution at the
resonant wavelength for a
solitary BNAs at 640 nm, b
CBAs at 828 nm, c CBAs at
700 nm, and d CBAs at
780 nm, where the cutting
plane is in the middle of the
BNAs in the x–y plane
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Fig. 4 Normalized intensity
spectra and localized field
distributions of the CBAs for
different lengths of a–d the
small rectangle, l1, and e–h
the large rectangle, l2. Insets
Normalized near-field
distributions of the CBAs for
the two resonant wavelengths
in the gap region in the
transverse x–y plane
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the length of large rectangle l2. With increasing l2, the
two resonant peaks of the CBAs exhibit an obvious
red shift, and the localized field intensity is gradually
increased. The parameter l2 not only directly affects
the high-energy mode P2 but also indirectly influences
the low-energy mode P1. This reveals that the two
waveguide modes arise from some complex coupling
effects between the two rectangles and not from just a
simple superposition of the single waveguide modes for
each rectangle. Essentially, the normalized near-field
distributions of the CBAs maintain their asymmetry as
the degree of asymmetry is further increased. Certainly,
the length of the large rectangle should not exceed
that of the small rectangle considerably; otherwise, the

Fig. 5 Shift of the two resonant peaks P1 (squares) and P2
(circles) as a function of the geometrical parameters l1 and l2

interaction between the large rectangular nanoaperture
and the incident light will become dominant.

In order to more clearly understand the tuning of
the localized fields, we give the shift of the two res-
onant peaks as a function of the geometrical para-
meters l1 and l2 in Fig. 5. As mentioned before, the
resonant peak P1 has an obvious blue shift with the
increasing of l1; however, the two resonant peaks P1

and P2 exhibit an obvious red shift with the increasing
l2. Therefore, flexible bidirectional adjustment can be
realized by indirectly tuning l1 and l2. This indirect
method of adjustment allows a flexible manipulation
of the nanoscale localized fields while maintaining the
dimensions of the BNAs unchanged. In addition, there
are more degrees of freedom to operate the resonant
wavelengths and the localized field distributions than
those of solitary BNAs. At the same time, it can still
preserve the ability of nanoantennas to generate larger
localized field enhancement than that of solitary BNAs.
These advantages cannot be achieved by directly ad-
justing the dimensions of BNAs. Therefore, this kind
of adjustment is important in practical applications for
its convenience and ease of use.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we designed a novel asymmetric compos-
ite nanostructure CBAs consisting of BNAs and ANAs.
The proposed CBAs cannot only produce a symmetric
localized field distribution but also create two asym-
metric localized field distributions in optical frequency.
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We demonstrated that the two asymmetric modes arise
from the two waveguide modes of the small and large
rectangular nanoapertures. The resonant peaks of the
CBAs can be easily tuned in both directions by in-
directly adjusting the geometrical parameters of the
ANAs, which obviously may improve the degree of
freedom of operating the resonant wavelengths. Be-
cause of the controllability and tunability of the local-
ized fields and the resonant wavelengths, CBAs are
expected to be useful in a wide range of multicolor
photodetection, optical filtering applications, super-
resolution imaging, and optical trapping of nanoscopic
matter.
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